Highlights from our complete portfolio - Well positioned in all areas

KNUTH Machine Tools presents innovative and proven solutions for the long-term success of your manufacturing operations

The ITM Poland (Innovation – Technology – Machines) trade show is considered one of the most important industrial events in Europe. The industrial scope of the fair covers six thematic sections: Mach-Tool (machines and tools), Surfex (surface treatment), Hape (hydraulics, pneumatics, drives), Metalforum (metallurgy, steel industry, metal industry), Welding and Science for the Economy (scientific output of research institutes).

KNUTH Machine Tools, your complete source for machine tools and accessories from Germany, will present the following machines at the ITM 2016: a vertical machining center with mineral-casting frame, a Premium turning center, servo-conventional lathes and milling machines and a NC precision surface grinder.

The X.mill M 640 is the highlight of the compact class of vertical machining centers. Its high quality mineral-casting frame and superior mechanical properties ensure accuracy and long tool life.

The STAHLWERK Merkur 245LMR horizontal Premium Lathe: Production reliability meets precision and flexibility. This customized machine is from the STAHLWERK Premium Line meets customer requirements and features a wide variety of automation solutions.

Servo-conventional turning is more precise und easie than ever before.

KNUTH precision lathes have stood the test of time, and are an essential part of many workshops in commercial and industrial areas. The Servoturn 410 is the bestseller among our servo-conventional turning centers, and has defined a new standard within a short time. This machine demonstrates what is technically feasible, and combines maximum precision, sturdy design and easy operation.

The Servomill 700 impresses with high flexibility and easy handling. Not surprisingly the most popular design world-wide. Servo-conventional milling technology ensures easy handling and operation, and allows for increased productivity and precision.

Another highlight of KNUTH's machining program is the HFS 73 NC. This precision surface grinder is designed for continuous operation at high machining speeds.
About KNUTH Machine Tools

KNUTH Machine Tools is a leading supplier of conventional and CNC-controlled machine tools. The great success of our business is based on highest quality standards, technology innovations, decades of experience and very competitive pricing. Our network of German and international branches and dealer locations ensures worldwide accessibility for our customers at a local level, market-covering presence, expert consultation and prompt service. For detailed information and specifications on our complete portfolio, please browse the KNUTH website at www.knuth.de.
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